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Give your fridge an
instant facelift...
Assembly Instructions

Step 3:

Step 1: Assemble Individual Module

Step 2:

Fold up each end and lock the ends into place as per the diagram.

On the right hand side of each module, there are two small hooks on
the front upright and two small hooks on the back upright. On the left
hand side of each module, there are two rectangular slots on the back
and front of each upright. To join two modules together, work from left
hand side to right hand side by inserting the hooks on the right side in
to the rectangular slots on the left side. Push the two modules
together. Once they are together, push the right module down to
connect the modules. Continue this process until you have the desired
number of modules.

This smart attractive design will give your
fridge an organisational make over and is
easy as snap, lock and click!
Say goodbye to bottles rolling around
your fridge, or clinking and rattling in the
fridge door and say hello to a well
utilised space that creates more room for
your food and drinks.

Assemble Modules Side By Side

Tip:

Attach the back hooks first, then the front hooks for
easy connectivity.

Tip:

If you get a long length you may fnd it easiest to
assemble up to ten modules at a time.
Once you have the desired length, add the ten module
(or part thereof) segments together horizontally.

Tip:

Make sure the modules are clipped together properly and
aligned before adding additional modules
assemble up to ten modules at a time.

Connecting Modules On Top Of Each Other

Before starting, you will notice that there are two small holes at the top
of one end of the upright of each module, and there are two small pins
on the bottom of the bottom of each module. To avoid mistakes, if the
pins and holes are not at the correct end, the modules will not connect
together.
To join one module on top of another, press together the back of each
module until it clicks into place. If there are multiple modules, press
together all the modules on the back, then press together the top and
bottom modules at the front.
Tip:
Tip:

It is easiest to assemble each row and then attach the
complete row on top of another.
Make sure the modules are clipped together properly and
aligned before adding additional modules

Fridge Racks are easy to install and
clean. Individual modules allow you to
create a rack to fit any shape or space.
Easily expandable to build a small wine
rack through to a complete cellar.

4 Bottle Fridge Racks - Silver
• Organise your fridge storage space
• Easy install – snap, lock and click
• Holds 4 bottles
• Accepts most standard wine, champagne,
water and soft drink bottles to 1.25L.
• Collapsible for easy storage.
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